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HELLO

Sometimes it’s not just what you say, it’s how you look when you’re saying it. Our new Exhibit range gives  
you the tools to emphasise your message. For the first time, create enormous eye-catching displays… without the  
eye-watering price tag.

Life’s complex enough, so we’ve tried to make it easy with this catalogue. Check out our range of exhibition and signage 
products. The turnaround time shown is the estimated time for when products are in stock.

you’re the only reason we’re here

to our price guide
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Icons

Full colour printing this side Fabric printed one side no frame Marquee- add half wall printing

No printing this side Fabric printed both sides no frame Marquee- add full wall printing

Frame with printing one side Marquee- roof printing Estimated turnaround time

Frame with printing both sides Marquee- frame and roof printing

THE KEY
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straight line

straight display
FABRIC WALLS

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Straight Line 2.4m
Size: 2440x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 6.9kg |  
buy with or without frame | option to add display lights

FWSL2F40 $1288

FWSL2F44 $1357

FWSL240 $658

FWSL244 $728

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Straight Line 3m
Size: 2920x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 8kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                        

FWSL3F40 $1354

FWSL3F44 $1437

FWSL340 $699

FWSL344 $782

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Straight Line 6m
Size: 5965x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 11kg | option to add 
display lights | buy with or without frame

                        

FWSL5F40 $1810

FWSL5F44 $1951

FWSL540 $984

FWSL544 $1126
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curved line
FABRIC WALLS

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Curved Line 2.4m 
Size: 2570x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 5kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                                

FWCL2F40 $1232

FWCL2F44 $1305

FWCL240 $668

FWCL244 $741

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Curved Line 3m
Size: 3190x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 7kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                                

FWCL3F40 $1301

FWCL3F44 $1390

FWCL340 $719

FWCL344 $808

Stock FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price
Curved Line 6m
Size: 6185x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 8kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                                

FWCL5F40 $1759

FWCL5F44 $1901

FWCL540 $932

FWCL544 $1074
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s-shaped
FABRIC WALLS

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

S-Shaped 2.4m
Size: 2570x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 5.8kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                                

FWSS4F40 $1479

FWSS4F44 $1592

FWSS440 $847

FWSS444 $961

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

S Shaped 3m
Size: 3235x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 6.4kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                        

FWSS5F40 $1587

FWSS5F44 $1729

FWSS540 $932

FWSS544 $1074

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

S-Shaped 6m
Size: 6520x2280mm
fabric wall printed one or both sides | weight 11.5kg | 
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame

                         

FWSS6F40 $2515

FWSS6F44 $2780

FWSS640 $1589

FWSS644 $1854
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FABRIC BOOTHS

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Semi Curved Booth
Size: 2980x2280mm
fabric booth printed one or both sides | weight 13kg |  
x: 2980mm y: 1490mm | buy with or without frame | option to add  
display lights

                                

FBSCBF40 $1728

FBSCBF44 $1871

FBSCB40 $1050

FBSCB44 $1193

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

High Side Curved Booth
Size: 3000x2280mm
fabric booth printed one or both sides | weight 13.85kg |  
x: 3000mm y: 1500mm  | buy with or without frame | option to add 
display lights

                        

FBHSBF40 $1967

FBHSBF44 $2103

FBHSB40 $1031

FBHSB44 $1168

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Curved Booth 
Size: 2200x2280mm
fabric booth printed one or both sides | weight 10.3kg |  
x: 3000mm y: 2500mm | buy with or without frame | option to add 
display lights
                        

FBCBF40 $2541

FBCBF44 $2812

FBCB40 $1436

FBCB44 $1708

add a display light - see page 7
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Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Sloping Curved Booth 
Size: 3000x2280mm (1830mm short side)
fabric booth printed one or both sides | weight 13.85kg |  
option to add display lights | buy with or without frame | 
 x: 2000mm  y: 3000mm

                         

FBSCSF40 $1967

FBSCSF44 $2103

FBSCS40 $1031

FBSCS44 $1168

FABRIC BOOTHS

Style Specs Price per Unit

LED Display Light
8W 
mounts onto fabric walls | black coated exterior | straight arm and adjustable head | white light | width 46cm 
| weight 0.6 kg | available with fabric walls only 

             

$97

add a display light
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Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Round Bar Counter
Size: 700x700mm (w) 1150mm (h)
weight: 15kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCROUF40 $970

FCROU40 $280

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Square Counter
Size: 800x530mm (w) 1000mm (h)
weight: 11kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCSQF40 $897

FCSQ40 $290

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Long Oval Counter
Size: 720x330mm (w) 1000mm (h)
weight: 11kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCLOVF40 $817

FCLOV40 $295

FABRIC COUNTERS
Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Oval Counter
Size: 595x395mm (w) 1000mm (h)
weight: 8kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCOVLF40 $629

FCOVL40 $271

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Triangle Counter
Size: 600x600mm (w) 1000mm (h)
weight: 10kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCTRIF40 $848

FCTRI40 $280

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Square Bar Counter
Size: 800x500mm (w) x1150mm (h)
weight: 11kg | frame with printing or printing only options available

FCSQBF40 $980

FCSQB40 $290
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DISPLAY RACKS
Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Oval 
Size: 595x395 (w) 1900mm (h)
fabric printed display rack | weight 14kg | acrylic shelves |  
buy with or without frame

                                

DROVLF40 $1144

DROVL40 $271

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Triangle 
Size: 600x600mm (w) 1900mm (h)
fabric printed display rack | weight 17kg | acrylic shelves |  
buy with or without frame
                                

DRTRIF40 $1255

DRTRI40 $280

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Square 
Size: 800x530mm (w) 1900mm (h)
fabric printed display rack | weight 16kg | acrylic shelves |  
buy with or without frame

                                

DRSQF40 $1385

DRSQ40 $290

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

3D Semi-Moon Rack
Size: 2080x2280 (400mm depth)
fabric display rack printed one or both sides | weight 15kg |  
buy with or without frame

                                

DR3DF40 $1399

DR3DF44 $1429

DR3D40 $450

DR3D44 $480

Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Double 3D Semi-Moon Rack
Size: 3410x2280mm (400mm depth)
fabric display rack printed one or both sides | weight 23kg |  
buy with or without frame

                                

DRD3DF40 $2025

DRD3DF44 $2084

DRD3D40 $660

DRD3D44 $720
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TABLET STANDS
Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Fabric Ipad Stand
Size: 380x1300mm
printed fabric stand | weight 9kg | packing size (cm) 65x12x36 |
frame with printing or printing only options available
                                

TSISF44 $636

TSIS44 $260

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Fabric Ipad Stand with display racks
Size 380x1300mm
printed fabric stand | weight 9kg | packing size (cm) 65x12x36 |
frame with printing or printing only options available
                                

TSPISF44 $636

TSPIS44 $260

TABLE CLOTHS
Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Full Table Throw 6ft
Size 810x1890mm
printed table cloth | weight 7 kg | table not included

TBC6FT40 $451

Full Table Throw 8ft
Size 810 x 3000mm
printed table cloth | weight 7 kg | table not included

TBC8FT40 $555

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Stretch Table Throw 6ft 
Size: 800x 1890mm
table cloth printed full colour one side | weight 7 kg | table not included                              

TBCST640 $424

Stretch Table Throw 8ft 
Size: 840x3000mm
table cloth printed full colour one side | weight 7 kg | table not included                                

TBCST840 $526
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ARCHES
Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Curved Arch with nylon bag
Size: 2700x2300mm (1000mm depth)
printed fabric arch | weight 8.5 kg | packing size (cm) 27x27x106 |  
buy with or without frame

                                

ARCHCF40 $1461

ARCHCF44 $1545

ARCHC40 $655

ARCHC44 $750

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Round Arch with nylon bag
Size: 6000x3975mm (1000mm depth)
printed fabric arch | weight 18 kg | packing size (cm) 27x27x106 |  
buy with or without frame

                                

ARCHRF40 $3172

ARCHRF44 $3265

ARCHR40 $1064

ARCHR44 $1158

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Square Arch with nylon bag
Size: 2922x2313mm (1000mm depth)
printed fabric arch | weight 16 kg | packing size (cm) 27x27x112 |  
buy with or without frame

                                

ARCHSF40 $1540

ARCHSF44 $1610

ARCHS40 $621

ARCHS44 $691
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Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 2 3 5 10
PVC poster 
440gsm PVC indoor / outdoor poster 
full colour one side | suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use

A2 420x594mm A2PVC0? $26 $39 $52 $81 $141

A1 594x841mm A1PVC0? $37 $61 $85 $135 $227

A0 841x1189mm A0PVC0? $59 $102 $150 $243 $368

170gsm 
flat digital posters 
full colour one side

A2 420x594mm DPA2? $26 $39 $52 $81 $141

A1 594x841mm DPA1? $37 $61 $85 $135 $227

A0 841x1189mm DPA0? $59 $102 $150 $243 $368

170gsm + matt or gloss lam 
laminated digital posters 
full colour one side | matt or gloss laminated front 
with opposite reverse

A2 420x594mm
DPMLA2? 
DPGLA2? $35 $57 $78 $125 $216

A1 594x841mm
DPMLA1? 
DPGLA1? $53 $93 $137 $222 $400

A0 841x1189mm
DPMLA0? 
DPGLA0? $92 $169 $250 $411 $670

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 5,000
170gsm silk 
flat offset posters 
full colour one side

A2 420x594mm LPGA20? $847 $867 $915 $1044 $1764

B2+ 720x580mm LPGB20? $875 $1016 $1146 $1238 $1943

170gsm silk folded to A4 
folded offset posters 
full colour one side | folded to A4 | image on 
outside

A2 flat: 420x594mm  
cross folded to: 210x297mm

PA2F? $955 $985 $1044 $1180 $1934

170gsm silk + matt or gloss lam 
laminated offset posters 
full colour one side | matt or gloss laminated front

A2 420x594mm
LMLA2? 
LGLA2? $988 $1272 $1518 $1709 $3032

B2+ 720x580mm
LMLB2?
LGLB2? $1078 $1435 $1749 $2001 $3698

POSTERS & BANNERS

Style Specs Finishing FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per sq. m

Custom PVC banner 
450gsm PVC indoor / outdoor banner 
full colour one side | suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use | hemmed with eyelets | minimum 
2m2  | maximum size 3.1m x 10m

SFPBLC $73

pvc banner
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Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 2 3

PVC banner 
440gsm PVC indoor / outdoor banner 
full colour one side | suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use 

banner 850x2010mm SFPBL $137 $251 $344

PVC banner + stand 
440gsm PVC banner in stand 
full colour one side | metal stand with retractable 
banner inserted into stand

banner + stand 850x2010mm SFPBLS $226 $422 $584

170gsm + lam 
laminated paper banner 
full colour one side | gloss or matt laminate front 
with opposite laminate reverse

banner 850x2010mm
LFPBL
LFPBG $178 $329 $454

170gsm + lam + stand 
laminated paper banner in stand 
full colour one side | gloss or matt laminate front 
with opposite laminate reverse | metal stand with 
retractable banner inserted into stand

banner + stand 850x2010mm
LFPBLS
LFPBGS $267 $497 $694

CORFLUTE SIGNS
Style Specs FRONT  REVERSE Product code 1 2 3 5 10

5mm flute board
corflute signs
full colour one side | printed with UV inks | suitable 
for indoor and outdoor use | eyelets extra

             

A2 420x594mm CF5MA2 $52 $77 $103 $153 $279

A1 594x841mm CF5MA1 $66 $105 $145 $224 $431

600x800mm CF5M6X8 $66 $105 $145 $224 $431

600x900mm CF5M6X9 $66 $105 $145 $224 $431

A0 841x1189mm CF5MA0 $105 $173 $240 $375 $728

800x1200mm CF5M8X12 $105 $173 $240 $375 $728

900x1200mm CF5M9X12 $105 $173 $240 $375 $728

standing banners
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Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 from

Small 
flag size: 2m tall
full colour one side | printed on 65gsm polyester fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

FCOPS0SM $197

FCOPS4SM $269

Large 
flag size: 2.8m tall
full colour one side | printed on 65gsm polyester fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

FCOPS0LG $233

FCOPS4LG $321

Extra Large 
flag size: 3.6m tall
full colour one side | printed on 65gsm polyester fabric
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm fabric

FCOPS0XL $304

FCOPS4XL $429

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 from

Small 
flag size: 2.2m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

FWBLD0SM $197

FWBLD4SM $269

Large 
flag size: 3.3m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

FWBLD0LG $233

FWBLD4LG $321

Extra Large 
flag size: 4m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric

FWBLD0XL $304

tear drop flag

wind blade flag

FLAGS

Note: Price is for flag only. Separate cost for base which includes pole and bag | some base options are not suitable for all 
flag types and sizes | ask your local studio for more information
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pole, bag & bases

Base types S L XL

Cross feet with rod $218 - -

Groundspike $118 $118 $164

Water base with rod $168 $218 $218

Flatplate with rod $192 $218 $251

U base with rod $168 $168 -

Angled wall mount with spindle $151 $151 -

Vertical wall mount with spindle $151 - -
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Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 from

Small 
flag size: 2.5m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

PWBFPS0 $213

PWBFPS4 $248

Medium 
flag size: 3.7m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

PWBFPM0 $263

PWBFPM4 $311

Large 
flag size: 4.7m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyester fabric

PWBFPL0 $310

basic wind blade flag

Note: Price includes flag, pole, bag and one base option (additional cost for some bases) | other base options are 
available for the basic range at an additional cost ask your local studio for more information | use code FBASE to order 
just a base

basic tear drop flag
FLAG PACKAGES

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code 1 from

Small 
flag size: 2.3m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

PTDFPS0 $213

PTDFPS4 $248

Medium 
flag size: 2.9m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyknit fabric 
full colour both sides | printed on 280gsm polyester fabric

PTDFPM0 $263

PTDFPM4 $311

Large 
flag size: 4.1m tall
full colour one side | printed on 120gsm polyester fabric

PTDFPL0 $310
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Base types S L

Groundspike

Included in 
basic pricesAngled wall mount with spindle

Vertical wall mount with spindle

15kg or 30kg Stackable Water Base + $49 + $80

10kg or 20kg Base Plate + $68 + 98

5kg Cross Base + $62  -

U-Base + $40  -

Tow Bar mount + $40  -

basic bases
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FOOTPATH SIGNS
Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Footpath Sign 
800x600mm
printed both sides | handle cut out 
                                

 FPSNB44 $161

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

Footpath Sign with base 
800x600mm
printed both sides | handle cut out | supplied with black water base
                                

FPSWB44 $237

POP UP MARQUEE
Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

3x3m Pop Up Marquee
Size: 3000x3000mm
Full Walls: 3016x2235mm
Half Walls: 2908x1194mm

pictured left with a full wall and a half wall | marquee with multiple 
printing options | print roof, walls or both | weight  22kg | options for 
full walls (2.2m) or half walls (0.95m) price per wall | half walls start from 
bottom | walls must be ordered with marquee
                                

POPGF340 $1756

POPG340 $1033

POP? $116

POP? $211

Style Specs FRONT   REVERSE Product code Price per Unit

3x6m Pop Up Marquee
Size: 3000x3000mm (600mm depth)
Full Walls: 3016 x 2235mm
Half Walls: 2908 x 1194mm

pictured left with full walls | marquee with multiple printing options | 
print roof, walls or both | weight 36kg | options for full walls (2.2m) or half 
walls (0.95m) price per wall | half walls start from bottom | walls must be 
ordered with marquee
                                

POPGF640 $3238

POPG640 $1719

POP? $116

POP? $211
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Fabric Displays are made up of two main components — a strong, lightweight, tubular aluminium frame and  
a printed fabric cover.

The 260gsm ‘stretch’ fabric cover is printed on one or two sides as standard. Designed to fit snugly over the frame, it is 
secured at one edge with a zip fastening. The fabric cover is changeable and additional covers can be ordered separately.

These ‘next generation’ displays deliver maximum impact and completely eliminate the problem of visible join lines 
on larger displays.

HOW FABRIC DISPLAYS WORK

Fabric Display frames utilise 
a simple ‘click together’ 
mechanism.

Each part is numbered for 
easy identification and quick 
assembly.

Stretch the fabric graphic over 
the frame and zip up

All Fabric Display frames  
are supplied with a carry  
bag for easy transportation  
and storage

We don’t build every eventuality into our low printing prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included artwork 
(which we’d love to do for you), disk hand-holding (to make sure your file works), delivery (you can pick up free from your local store) or GST. 
Photos may not represent actual price points. Props not included. Errors and omissions excepted. To read our full Terms and Conditions please 
head to www.printing.com/nz/legal/terms-and-conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Effective as of 1 February 2018www.mailandprint.co.nz

We’d love to hear from you... 
CALL US ON

09-525 7760




